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Arena setup
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Games Which Can Also Be Run in Pairs

Team games
Ball and bucket race
Ball and cone race
Ball and flag
Ball and racquet
Balloon bursting
Bending race
Big sack
Bottle race
Canadian race
Carton race
Daily mail
Fishing race
Five cone race
Five/international country flag
Five flag race
Five mug race
Five mug race - pole specific
Hi-lo race
Housewife's scurry
Hurdles race
Litter race
Litter scoop
Nine ring
Old sock race
Pony Club pole race
Pony Club race
Pony express race
Postman's chase
Potato race
Potato picking scramble
Pyramid race
Quoits and cones
Rope race
Sack race
Sharpshooters
Stepping stone dash
Stick pegging relay
Sword race
Tack shop race
Tennis ball shuffle
Three mug race
Two flag
Two mug
Tyre race
Windsor castle race
Wizard’s castle

Pair games
Ball and bucket race
Ball and cone race
Ball and flag
Ball and racquet
Balloon bursting
Bending race
Bottle race
Canadian race
Carton race
Daily mail
Fishing race
Five cone race
Five flag race
Five mug race
Five mug race - pole specific
Hi-lo race
Hurdles race
Litter race
Litter scoop
Nine ring
Old sock race
Pony Club pole race
Pony Club race
Pony express race
Postman's chase
Potato race
Potato picking scramble
Pyramid race
Quoits and cones
Rope race
Sack race
Sharpshooters
Stepping stone dash
Stick pegging relay
Sword race
Tack shop race
Tennis ball shuffle
Three mug race
Two flag
Two mug
Tyre race
Windsor castle race
-
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GAME RULES

BALL AND BUCKET RACE

Equipment
●
●
●

4 x Tennis balls (2 for pairs) 3m past the
changeover line
1 x Tennis ball at start line
1 x Bucket on the centre line

Team Description
On the signal to start Rider 1 carrying a ball, rides to the bucket and drops the ball into it. They then
continue to the far end, dismount, pick up a ball, remount and return to the start to hand it to Rider
2.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 will complete the course in the same way in succession, with Rider 4 dropping the last
ball into the bucket before crossing the Finish line.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 is first over the finishing line with all five balls in the
bucket.
Pairs Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 carrying a ball will ride to the team’s bucket and drop the ball into it.
They then continue to the far end, dismount, pick up a ball, remount and return to the start to hand
the ball to Rider 2.
Rider 2 will complete the course in the same way, dropping the last ball into the bucket on their way
back.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 2 is first over the finishing line and all three tennis
balls are in the bucket.
Novice Description
Tennis balls for each team shall be placed on a drum 3 metres past the changeover line at the far
end. On the centre line will be a bucket, one for each team.
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description.
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BALL AND CONE RACE

Equipment
2 x Small road cones – 46cm high,
in line with the 1st and 4th poles
2 x Tennis balls

Team Description
Rider 1 & 3 will be mounted at the start line and Riders 2 & 4 at the changeover end.
Rider 1 carries a tennis ball and on the signal to start, rides to the first cone and places the ball on it;
they then ride to the second holder, collect the ball and hand it to Rider 2.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 complete the course in a similar manner.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 4 is first over the finish line carrying the ball.
Pairs Description
Rider 1 will be mounted at the start line and Rider 2 at the changeover end.
On the signal to start, Rider 1 carrying a tennis ball rides to the first cone and places their ball on it,
they then ride to the second cone and pick up the ball and hand it to Rider 2.
Rider 2, will complete the course in the same way.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 2 is first over the finish line carrying the ball.
Novice Description
Tennis balls for each team shall be placed on a large road cone.
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description
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BALL AND FLAG

Equipment
1 x Small road cone in line with the 1st
pole
1 x Small cut off road cone in line with
the 4th pole
1 x Flag
1 x Tennis ball

Team Description
Riders 1 and 3 will be mounted behind the start line and Riders 2 and 4 will be mounted behind the
changeover line.
On the signal to start, Rider 1, carrying a ball, rides to and places a ball on the first cone. They then
ride to the second cone, collect the flag and hand it to Rider 2. Rider 2 places the flag back into the
cone, rides to collect the ball and hands to Rider 3.
Riders 3 and 4 repeat the actions of Riders 1 and 2 respectively.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 4 is first over the Finish line carrying the ball.
Pairs Description
Rider 1 will be mounted at the start line and Rider 2 at the changeover end.
On the signal to start, Rider 1, carrying a ball, rides to and places a ball on the first cone. They then
ride to the second cone, collect the flag and hand it to Rider 2.
Rider 2 places the flag back into the cone, collects the ball off the cone and carries it over the Finish
line.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 2 is first over the Finish line carrying the ball.
Novice Description
Tennis balls for each team shall be placed on a large road cone.
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description.
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BALL AND RACQUET RACE

Equipment
1 x Tennis Racquet
4 x Bending Poles 7.315m to 9.144m
apart
1 x Tennis ball

Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 carrying a racquet on which is placed a tennis ball, will weave through
the bending posts carrying the ball on the racquet. The ball must not be touched by hand except
when being picked up. Once over the changeover line, Rider 1 will hand the racquet and ball to Rider
2, the ball still being untouched by hand.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 will complete the course in the same way going up or down the arena successively.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 crosses the finishing line first carrying the ball on
the racquet.
Pairs Description
Rider 1 will be mounted at the start line and Rider 2 at the changeover end. Rider 1 will carry a
racquet on which is placed a tennis ball. On the signal to start, the Rider 1 will ride through the
bending posts carrying his ball on his racquet. Rider 1 will hand his racquet and ball to Rider 2, the
ball still being untouched by hand. Rider 2 will complete the course in the same way. The winning
team is the one whose Rider 2 is first over the finish line carrying the ball on the racquet.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description
Rules
Should the ball be dropped, the rider must pick it up, and resume the course again from the point
where the ball was dropped. The ball need not be placed on the racquet until this point is reached.
Should the ball be dropped during a handover, the rider may dismount and put the ball on the
racquet of the next rider to go.
Each racquet will have a crosspiece through the centre of the handle and competitors' hands must
be behind this crosspiece.
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BALLOON BURSTING

Equipment
6 x balloons pegged to the ground
45-60cm apart
1 x Lance - stick 1.2m long with a
drawing pin fixed at one end

Team Description
Riders 1 & 3 will be mounted at the Start end of the arena and Riders 2 & 4 at the changeover line.
Rider 1 will carry a balloon lance.
On the signal to start, Rider 1 will ride to the end of the arena, bursting a balloon on the way and
hand the lance to Rider 2.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 will similarly each complete the course, up or down the arena, bursting a balloon, in
succession.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 is first over the finishing line, mounted and carrying
the lance.
Pairs Description
There will be 4 balloons pegged to the ground. Rider 1 will be mounted at the start line and Rider 2
at the changeover end.
Rider 1 will carry a lance. On the signal to start, the Rider 1 will ride to the other end of the arena
bursting a balloon on the way. Rider 1 will hand the lance to Rider 2. Rider 2 will complete the
course in the same way in succession. The winning team will be the one whose Rider 2 is first over
the finishing line, mounted and carrying the lance.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description.
Rules
Riders may make more than one attempt to burst a balloon, which may be done with either the
point or flat of the lance.
If a rider fails to burst a balloon their team will be eliminated from the event. If a rider bursts more
than one balloon which does not leave enough for the rest of the team to each pop a balloon then
the team will be eliminated.
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BENDING RACE

Equipment
5 x Bending Poles 24 to 30 feet
(7.315m to 9.144m) apart.
1 x Baton

Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1,
carrying a baton, will weave down
and back through the bending posts. On crossing the finish line they will hand the baton to Rider 2.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 will similarly ride down and back through the bending posts in succession.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 is first past the finish line, mounted, and carrying
the baton.
Pairs Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1, carrying a baton, will weave down and back through the bending
posts. On crossing the finish line they will hand the baton to Rider 2 who will similarly ride down and
back through the bending posts.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 2 is first past the finish line, mounted, and carrying
the baton.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description
Rules
Posts knocked down must be replaced by the rider concerned.
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BIG SACK

Equipment
'Big Sack' placed 1m beyond the Centre
Line.
Set up
Rider 5 will stand behind the Changeover
Line.
Riders 1 and 2 will form up, on foot behind
the Start Line, with Rider 1 holding
one horse. Riders 3 and 4 will also form
up, on foot behind the Start Line, with Rider 3 holding one horse. Riders 1 and 3 may hold the horse
on any side, Riders 2 and 4 will stand on the opposite side (facing forward and not touching the
horse and with both feet on
the ground).
Team Description
On the signal to start, Riders 2 and 4 mount their horses before crossing the Start Line. Riders 1 and
3 each lead a horse down the arena. When a pair has crossed the Changeover Line the horses are
handed to the Number Five. Ponies may be handed over by the rider or the leader, mounted or
dismounted. Riders 1, 2, 3 and 4 then run back and step into the Big Sack before crossing the Centre
Line. All four then make their way in the sack across the Finish Line.
The winning team is the one whose sack, containing all four riders, is first over the Finish Line.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description
Rules
Any of the members in the sack may wear the helmet cover as the final rider.
Rider 5 to maintain control of ponies.
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BOTTLE RACE

Equipment
2 x Bottles
2 x drums, 1 on the CL, the other
3m behind the changeover line

Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1,
carrying a bottle, will ride forward
and place it upright on the drum on
the centre line. They will then
continue to the far end to pick up the bottle from the drum there and return to hand it to Rider 2 on
the start line. Rider 2 will ride forward and place this bottle upright on the table at the far end. They
will then return to the centre line to pick up the bottle from the table there and hand it to Rider 3 on
the start line.
Rider 3 will act in a similar manner to Rider 1, returning to hand the bottle from the far end to Rider
4. Rider 4 will act in a similar manner to Rider 2.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 crosses the finish line first, mounted and carrying
the bottle.
Pairs Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 carrying a bottle will ride forward and place the bottle upright on the
drum on the centre line. They will then continue to the far end to pick up the bottle from the drum
there and return to hand it to Rider 2 behind the start line.
Rider 2 will ride forward and place their bottle upright on the drum at the far end. They will then
return to the centre line, pick up the bottle from the drum there cross over the finish line
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 2 crosses the finish line first, mounted and carrying
the bottle.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description
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THE CANADIAN RACE

Equipment
2 x Cones (goal posts)
4 x Tennis Balls - 300mm apart
4 x Bending poles
1 x Hockey Stick

Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 carrying a
hockey stick, weaves through the
bending poles and hits one ball; the rider must continue to hit the same ball until it goes through the
goalposts. Rider 1 will then return through the bending poles and hand the stick to Rider 2.
Riders 2, 3 and 4 will continue in the same manner.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 is first over the finish line, mounted and carrying the
hockey stick.
Pairs Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 carrying a hockey stick weaves through the bending poles and hits one
ball; the rider must continue to hit the same ball until it goes through the goalposts. The rider then
bends back through the bending poles and hands the hockey stick to Rider 2. Rider 2 will continue in
the same manner. The winning team will be the one whose Rider 2 is first over the finish line
mounted and carrying the hockey stick.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description
Rules
All four bending poles and goal cones must remain upright during the race. They may be righted
mounted or dismounted if they are knocked over. In the event that the horse kicks a ball or balls
over the changeover line, the ball/s must be brought back over the goal line. The ball/s does not
have to go back to its original position.
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CARTON RACE

Equipment
4 x Bending Poles
4 x Cartons
1 x Bucket 3m beyond the
changeover line

Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 rides to and takes any carton off a pole. They then place the carton in
the bucket at the top of the arena and then return to cross the start/finish line. Riders 2,3, and 4
complete the race in a similar fashion.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 4 is first over the finish line, with 4 cartons inside the
bucket and 4 poles upright.
Pair Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 rides to and takes any carton off a pole and places the carton in the
bucket at the top of the arena. They then ride to another pole to collect a second carton and place
this in the bucket before crossing the finish line. Rider 2 completes the race in a similar fashion.
The winning pair is the one whose Rider 2 is first over the finish line, with 4 cartons inside the bucket
and 4 poles upright.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description
Rules
All poles and the bucket must remain upright at all times.
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DAILY MAIL RACE

Equipment
5 x Newspapers
4 x Coins at start
1 x Drum – placed 3m beyond the
changeover line
1 x Letterbox facing S/F line

Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 will
ride forward carrying a folded
newspaper and a large token coin.
On reaching the letterbox they will
push the paper through it (not
pulling it from the other side), before riding on to purchase (hand over the coin) another newspaper
from the paper kid, who must remain behind the stand. Rider 1 will then return to the start line and
hand this paper to Rider 2.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 (who each have a token coin) will repeat the procedure.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 is first over the finish line carrying the newspaper
while the paper kid at the end holds up the four coins.
Pairs Description
A volunteer for each team (paper seller) will stand behind the drum at the 3m mark behind the
changeover line.
On the signal to start, Rider 1 will ride forward carrying a folded newspaper and a large token coin.
On reaching the letterbox they will push the paper through it (not pulling it from the other side),
before riding on to purchase (hand over the coin) another newspaper from the paper kid, who must
remain behind the stand. Rider 1 will then return to the start line and hand this paper to Rider 2.
Rider 2 (who also has a token coin) will repeat the procedure.
The winning pair will be the one whose Rider 2 is first over the finish line carrying the newspaper
while the paper kid at the end holds up the 2 coins.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description
Rules
At the newspaper stand either the rider or the paper kid may pick up any fallen article, but the rider
may not start back until this has been done.
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FISHING RACE

Equipment:
4 x Fish, inside sitting upright on their
tails against the four sides of the drum
1 x Drum
1 x Fishing Stick
1 x T Stand, held by Rider 5 on foot

Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1, carrying
the fishing stick, will go forward to the
drum, hook a fish and continue to Rider
5 carrying the fish on the end of the stick. Rider 5 unhooks the fish and secures it on one of the
hooks. Rider 1 then rides to the start line and hands the stick to Rider 2.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 complete the game in the same way.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 is first across the finish line with all four fish on the
hooks.
Pairs Description
A volunteer for each team will stand 3m behind the far end changeover line with at least one foot
remaining in the marked circle at all times.
On the signal to start Rider 1, carrying the stick, will ride to the drum on the centre line, hook a fish
and continue to the end carrying the fish on the end of the stick. The Volunteer unhooks the fish and
secures it to one of the hooks on the crosspiece. Rider 1 then rides back to the finish line and hands
the stick to Rider 2. Rider 2 completes the race in the same way.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description
Rules
A one metre circle will be marked on the ground and the 5th rider is to keep at least one foot in this
circle at all times. Riders must remain behind the changeover line until Rider 5 has correctly placed
the fish on the hook and has clearly removed their hand from the fish and hook (this may be
indicated by raising their hand). Should a rider drop a fish, they may pick it up either mounted or
dismounted. If a fish is dropped whilst handing over to Rider 5, then they may pick it up and put it on
the hook. However, the rider cannot deliberately drop the fish on the ground to be picked up by
Rider 5. The rider may not use either themself or the horse to control the fish. Riders are not
permitted to hold the fish.
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FIVE CONE

Equipment
5 Small road cones - placed level with the 1st-5th bending poles
4 Tennis balls - placed 3m behind the changeover line
1 Tennis ball – at the start line

Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1, carrying a
ball, rides and places the ball on Cone 2.
They then ride to the far end, dismount,
pick up a ball, remount and return to
hand the ball to Rider 2.
Riders 2, 3 and 4 repeat the action of
Rider 1, placing the balls on Cones 3, 4
& 5 respectively, with Number
Four placing the last ball on Cone 1
before crossing the Finish line.
The winning team will be the one whose
Fourth Rider crosses the finish line first
with all 5 balls on all 5 cones.
Pairs Description
Cones 1, 3 and 5 only will be used.
On the signal to start, Rider 1 carrying a ball, rides and places their ball on Cone 3. Rider 1 then rides
to the far end, dismounts, picks up a ball, remounts and returns to hand the ball to Rider 2.
Rider 2, will repeat the action of Rider 1 placing the ball on Cone 5, with Rider 2 placing the last ball
on Cone 1 before crossing the Finish line.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 2 crosses the finish line first with all three balls on all
three cones.
Novice Description
Cones will be large Road cones. Tennis balls for each team shall be placed on a drum 3m past the
changeover line at the far end.
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FIVE FLAGS / INTERNATIONAL COUNTRY FLAG RACE
Equipment
5 x Flags
2 x Cut off Road Cones
1 x Country Flag, furled - held by gear
steward

Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 rides to
the far end of the arena and places the
flag in the cone. They then ride back,
pick a flag out of the Centre line cone
and hand it to Rider 2 behind the Start
line.
Riders 2 and 3 complete the course in the same way up and down the arena in succession.
Rider 4 completes the course also but does not hand their flag to Rider 5.
Rider 5 rides up to the Changeover cone (without a flag in hand) and collects the
International/Country flag which has been placed in the cone (flag end in the cone first) by the gear
steward who has taken out the four smaller flags, before placing the larger Country flag in the cone.
Rider 5 must make sure the flag is TOTALLY unfurled BEFORE crossing the Centre line.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 5 is first over the Finish line carrying the
International/Country flag totally unfurled.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description
Rules
Should the flag cone be knocked over, the rider must put it up again, replacing any flags there may
have been in it. Should a rider take more than one flag from the cone, they must replace the surplus.
Riders may dismount to correct mistakes. Should the flag come off the stick, the stick may be used to
complete the race.
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FIVE FLAG RACE
Equipment
5 x Flags, 1 at start, 4 in centre line
cone
2 x Cut off Road Cones, 1 on CL and 3m
beyond changeover line

Team Description
On the signal to start Rider 1 will ride
to the other end of the arena and place
the flag they are carrying in the team's holder, flag end up. They will ride back, picking a flag out of
the team's holder on the centre line and hand this flag to Rider 2.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 will complete the course in the same way up and down the arena in succession so
that at the end, the team will have placed four flags in the holder at the far end of the arena and
Rider 4 finishes over the start line mounted and carrying the fifth flag.
Pairs Description
There will only be 2 flags in the centre cone.
On the signal to start, Rider 1 will ride forward carrying a flag to the other end of the arena and place
the flag in the team’s flag holder there. They will ride back, picking up a flag out of the team’s holder
on the centre line and hand it over to Rider 2.
Rider 2 will complete the course in the same way. Rider 2 finishes over the start/finish line carrying
the third flag. At the end the team will have placed two flags in the holder at the far end of the
arena.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description
Rules
If the flag should come off the stick, the stick may be used to complete the race. On windy days,
rubber bands or tape can be used to keep the flags furled and prevent them blowing over.
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FIVE MUG RACE

Equipment
5 x Bending Poles
1 x Drum
5 x Mugs

Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 will
ride to a post (leaving the first post
empty) and place the mug inverted
on the top. They will then go on to the drum, pick up another mug and return to hand it to Rider 2
behind the start/finish line.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 will complete the course in the same way up and down the arena in succession, with
Rider 4 placing their last mug on pole 1 on their way home before crossing the Finish line.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 4 crosses the finish line mounted first with all 5 mugs atop
the poles.
Pairs Description
Pole 1 will be the nearest pole to the start/finish line. Each team will have three mugs, two of these
will be placed inverted on the team’s drum and one will be carried by Rider 1 at the start.
On the signal to start, Rider 1 will ride to one of their team’s pole (except pole 1) and place their mug
inverted on the top. Rider 1 will then go on to their team’s drum, pick up another mug and return to
hand it to Rider 2 behind the start/finish line.
Rider 2 will complete the course in the same way, with Rider 2 placing the last mug on pole 1 on
their way back to the finish line. At the end the team will have placed three mugs on three poles.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description
Rules
If a post is broken, the team will be eliminated. Any mugs knocked off the drum must always be
replaced INVERTED. Pole 1 must remain free for the last rider to place the last mug on.
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FIVE MUG RACE – POLE SPECIFIC
Equipment
5 x Bending Poles
1 x Drum
5 x Mugs
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 rides to
pole 2 and places the mug inverted
on the top. They then ride to the
drum, pick up another mug and
return to hand it to Rider 2. Rider 2
rides to pole 3, Number Three rides
to pole 4 and Four rides to pole 5, all riders placing their mug inverted on their pole. Number Four
will then place the last mug on pole 1 on their way back to the finish line.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 4 crosses the finish line with all 5 mugs on top of the 5
poles, having been placed in the correct order.
Pairs Description
Each team will have three mugs, two of these will be placed inverted on the team’s drum and one
will be carried by Rider 1 at the start.
On the signal to start Rider 1 will ride to pole 2 and place their mug inverted on the top. Rider 1 will
then go on to their team’s drum, pick up another mug and return to hand it to Rider 2 behind the
start/finish line.
Rider 2 will ride to pole 3 and place their mug inverted on the top before continuing to the drum and
picking up the mug. Rider 2 places the last mug on pole 1 on their way back to the finish line. At the
end the team will have placed three mugs on the three poles.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description
Rules
If a post is broken, the team will be eliminated. Any mugs knocked off the drum must always be
replaced INVERTED. Mugs must be placed on the designated pole for the rider position.
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HI-LO RACE

Equipment
4 x Small Road Cones in line with
poles 1-4
4 x Tennis Balls on cones
1 x Tennis Ball at start
1 x Hi Lo Net 3m beyond the
changeover line

Team Description
Rider 1, will carry a tennis ball and
place it in the net and upon returning
down the arena, collect a ball from the top of one of the road cones. This will then be passed to the
next rider.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 will complete the course in the same way.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 4 is first over the finish line, mounted and carrying a tennis
ball with 4 balls in the net.
Pairs Description
On the signal to start Rider 1, carrying a tennis ball, will ride to the far end of the arena and place the
ball in the Hi Lo net. While returning to the start/finish line they will collect a ball from the top of one
of the road cones, in line with poles 2 & 4, which is then passed to the next rider. Riders 2 will
complete the course in the same way. The winning team is the one whose Rider 2 is first over the
finish line, mounted and carrying a tennis ball. There must be two balls in the net.
Novice Description
Cones will be large Road cones. Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description.
Rules
When placing the ball in the net, riders may pass around the pole or in front of it beneath the ring.
Tennis balls which miss the net may be picked up dismounted but must always be put in the net
from a mounted position.
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HOUSEWIFE'S SCURRY

Equipment
1 x Bending Pole, 3m behind the
changeover line
1 x Pole box
1 x Bucket on CL
1 x potato, apple, orange, carrot and
onion in box

Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 carrying a potato, rides to the bucket and drops the potato in. They
then continue to the far end, take the apple from the team container and return to hand it to Rider
2.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 in succession, complete the course in the same way with each rider collecting the
item from the team's container in the order - orange, carrot and onion.
Rider 4, after collecting the onion from the far end, drops this also into the bucket on their way back
to the finish.
The winning team will be the one whose Number. 4 is first across the finish line with all items
deposited in the bucket in the correct order.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description.
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HURDLE RACE
Equipment
2 x Large hurdles
2 x Small hurdles
2 x Enamel mugs - placed upright
Riders 1 and 2 will stand side by side on the start line, with Rider 4
behind them. Rider 3 will be positioned behind the changeover
line.
Team Description
On the signal to start, Riders 1 & 2 will ride forward to the hurdles,
where Rider 1 will dismount whilst Rider 2 holds their horse. Rider
1 will then step over the short hurdles and under the tall hurdles
in succession. They will then remount and both riders will ride
over the changeover line. Rider 2 and Rider 3 will then ride to the
hurdles, where Rider 2 will dismount and go under and over them.
They will then remount and both riders will ride over the start
line.
Rider 3 and Rider 4 will similarly complete the course, with Rider 3
negotiating the hurdles. Then Riders 4 & 1 will complete the
course, with Rider 4 negotiating the hurdles.
The winning team will be the one whose final pair are first across
the finish line, mounted on their horses.
Pairs Description
On the signal to start, Riders 1 & 2 will ride forward to the hurdles,
where Rider 1 will dismount whilst Rider 2 holds their horse. RIder 1 will then step over the first
hurdle, crawl under the second, over the third and under the fourth. The rider will then remount and
both riders will ride across the CHANGEOVER line. Both riders will turn around after crossing the line,
then Rider 1 and Rider 2 will go to the hurdles, where Rider 2 will dismount and go over and under
them. Rider 2 will then remount and both riders will ride over the finish line. The winning team will
be the one whose pair is first across the finish line, mounted on their ponies.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description.
Rules
At each changeover, the next horse to go must remain behind the line until both the previous horses
have crossed it. The rider who is to hold the horse at the hurdles may grasp the reins before, or as
they ride down the arena. Should any hurdle be knocked over, or a mug fall off, the rider concerned
must replace them and renegotiate all the hurdles again.
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LITTER RACE
Equipment
4 x Litter side-by-side, open ends
facing away from start
1 x Drum
1 x Litter Stick
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1,
carrying a litter stick, will ride to the
far end, pick up a piece of litter on the
stick and dump it into the drum
before crossing the finish line and
handing the stick to Rider 2.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 will similarly each pick up a piece of litter and put it into the drum in succession.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 is first past the finish, mounted and carrying the
stick.
Pairs Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1, carrying the stick will ride to the far end, pick up a piece of litter on
their stick and return to dump it into the drum. They will return to the far end and collect another
piece of litter and dump it in the drum. They will then continue back to the start line and hand the
stick to Rider 2. Rider 2 will similarly pick up two pieces of litter and put it into the drum.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 2 is first across the finish line, mounted and carrying
the stick.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description.
Rules
The riders must remain mounted and must not hold the litter by hand when picking it up, carrying it
on the stick or dumping it. If a piece is damaged and slides down the stick, it may be allowed to rest
against the hand and if a piece is jammed on the end of a stick it may be loosened by hand.
A rider may pick up any piece of litter in the pile before recrossing the changeover line, but after
crossing the changeover line, they must continue with the same piece of litter.
Litter dropped when attempting to put it into the drum may be put in the drum dismounted. If the
litter is dropped, the rider must always use the stick to pick it up.
If the litter stick is broken the rider can continue the race with any length of stick.
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LITTER SCOOP
Equipment
4 x Litter, open ends away from CL,
two each level with pole 1 and 4
1 x Bucket on CL
1 x Litter stick
Riders 2 and 4 start behind the
changeover line.
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 uses a
litter stick to collect a piece of litter
from the pair in line with the 1st pole
and places this in the bucket. They then ride to the changeover line and hand over the litter stick to
the Rider 2, who rides down the arena, collects a piece of litter from the pair in line with pole 4 and
places this in the bucket. Riders 3 and 4 repeat Riders 1 and 2 respectively.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 is first past the finish, mounted and carrying the
stick.
Pairs Description
There will be 1 Litter level with each pole 1 and 4. Rider 2 starts behind the changeover line.
On the signal to start, Rider 1 uses a litter stick to collect the piece of litter in line with the 1st pole
and places this in the bucket. They then ride to the changeover line and hand over the litter stick to
the Rider 2, who rides down the arena, collects the piece of litter in line with pole 4 and places this in
the bucket.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 2 is first past the finish, mounted and carrying the
stick.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description.
Rules
The riders must remain mounted and must not hold the litter by hand when picking it up, carrying it
on the stick or dumping it. If a piece is damaged and slides down the stick, it may be allowed to rest
against the hand and if a piece is jammed on the end of a stick it may be loosened by hand.
Litter dropped when attempting to put it into the drum may be put in the drum dismounted. If a
carton is dropped, the rider must always use the stick to pick it up.
If the litter stick is broken the rider can continue the race with any length of stick.
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NINE RING RACE
Equipment
9 x Rings, 2 on each hook on T,
1 at start
1 x T stand, held by Rider 5
unmounted
1 x Single Nail Stand, on CL facing the
start
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 carrying
a ring will ride to the centre hook and
place it on that hook, they will then continue to the changeover end and take two rings off the
stand. Returning to the centre line, they will place one ring on the hook and then go on to pass the
second ring to Rider 2 behind the start/finish line.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 then complete the course in exactly the same way in succession, with Rider 4 leaving
both rings on the centre hook before crossing the finish line.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 4 is first over the finish line with nine rings correctly placed
on the centre line hook.
Pairs Description
A volunteer for each team will stand 3m behind the far end changeover line holding the stand with 2
rings hanging on two hooks.
On the signal to start, Rider 1 carrying a ring will ride to the centre hook and place it on that hook;
the rider will then continue to the changeover line and take 2 rings off the stand. Returning to the
centre line they will place 1 ring on the hook and then go on to pass the second ring to the Rider 2
behind the start line.
Rider 2 will complete the course in the same way, leaving both rings on the hook at the centre line
stand before crossing the finish line.
The winning team will be the one who’s Rider 2 is first across the finish line with the five rings
correctly positioned on the centre line hook.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description.
Rules
Rider 5 may not lean the stand or give any form of assistance to the riders.
Rings dropped or dislodged from the stand must be picked up and replaced by the rider concerned,
NOT Rider 5.
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OLD SOCK RACE
Equipment
1 x Bucket on CL
5 x Socks 3m beyond changeover line
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1,
carrying a sock, will ride to their team
bucket and drop the sock into it. They
will then continue to the far end,
dismount, pick up a sock, remount
and return to the start to hand it to
Rider 2.
Riders 2,3 & 4 will complete the course in the same way in succession, with Rider 4 dropping the last
sock into the bucket on their way back.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 is first over the finish line with 5 socks in the bucket.
Pairs Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1, carrying a sock, will ride down the lane and drop the sock in the
bucket on the centre line. The rider will then continue to the far end, dismount, pick up a sock,
remount and return to the start to hand it to Rider 2.
Rider 2 will complete the course in the same way dropping the last sock into the bucket on the way
back.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 2 is the first one over the finish line 3 socks in the
bucket.
Novice Description
Socks for each team shall be placed on a drum 3 metres past the changeover line at the far end.
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PONY CLUB POLE RACE
Equipment
8 x Carton letters , P O N Y C L U B clearly
marked, B at start, others 3m beyond
changeover line
1 x Bending Pole
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 carrying the
letter “B” will ride to the "Pony Club
Pole" and slot the carton over the pole.
They then continue to the far end,
dismount and collect carton "U". They
remount and return to slot it over the pole. They then return to the far end, dismount and collect
carton "L", remount and ride down the arena to hand this over to Rider 2.
Riders 2, 3 and 4 repeat the process, until the words "PONY CLUB" can be read from top to bottom
of the pole.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 4 crosses the finish line first with all letters placed correctly
on the pole to spell “PONYCLUB” from top to bottom.
Pairs Description
Only the letters P O N Y are used.
On the signal to start, Rider 1 carrying the letter “Y” will ride to the “Pole” and slot it over the pole.
They then continue to the far end, dismount and collect carton “N”, then remount and return to slot
it over the pole. Rider 1 will then return to the far end, collect the “O” and hand it over to Rider 2.
Rider 2 slots the “O” over the pole, riders to the changeover end, collects the “P” and slots it over
the pole before crossing the finish line.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 2 crosses the finish line first with all letters placed correctly
on the pole to spell “PONY” from top to bottom.
Novice Description
The letters will be placed on a drum, riders don’t dismount. Riders complete race as per Team or
Pairs Description.
Rules
Letters placed in the wrong order, or the wrong way up, must be corrected by the rider concerned.
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PONY CLUB RACE
Equipment
1 x Drum on CL
8 x Pony Club Letters not in order. The letters are offset in pairs, stacked on top of each other on the
drum
1 x Pony Club Stand held by Rider 5 3m behind the changeover line

Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 rides to the drum and picks up any two letters, rides to their Rider 5
and hangs the letters on the hooks in the correct spelling, they then ride over the finish line.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 do likewise, the winner being the team to finish first with all the letters on the hooks
in the correct spelling.
Pairs Description
The four letters spelling CLUB will be hung on the bottom crossbar which will be held by a volunteer
3m behind the changeover line, the remaining 4 letters are stacked on the drum, offset in pairs.
On the signal to start, Rider 1 rides to the drum and picks up any two letters, rides to their volunteer
and hangs the letters on the hooks in the correct spelling, the rider then rides over the finish line.
Rider 2 does likewise, the winner being the team to finish first with all letters on the hooks in the
correct spelling.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs Description.
Rules
Rider 5 may not help at any time and merely holds the post.
The rider must be mounted when hanging the letters, even if dropped.
Any errors in spelling must be corrected by the rider who made the mistake. The four letters spelling
PONY must be on the top crossbar and CLUB must be on the bottom bar.
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PONY EXPRESS RACE

Equipment
4 x Bending Poles (7.315 - 9.144 m)
apart
4 x Envelopes
1 x Sack
Riders 1 and 3 will be mounted behind
the start line. Riders 2 and 4 will be
mounted behind the changeover line.
Rider 1 will start with a sack.
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 weaves through the bending poles, to the centre line, where they
dismount, pick up an envelope, put it in the sack before remounting, mount, and weave the
remaining poles keeping the same pattern. Upon crossing the changeover line, rider Rider 1 will
hand the sack to rider Rider 2.
Riders 2, 3 and 4 will complete the course in the same manner, passing up and down the arena
successively.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 crossed the finish line first carrying the sack
containing four envelopes.
Pairs Description
Riders 1 will be mounted behind the start line and Riders 2 will be mounted behind the changeover
line. Rider 1 will be given a sack.
On the signal to start, Rider 1 will ride up the field, weaving through the bending poles to the centre
line, where the rider will dismount, pick up an envelope, put it in the sack before remounting, weave
the remaining poles keeping the same pattern. Rider 1 then hands the sack to Rider 2 behind the
changeover line.
Rider 2 will complete the course in the same manner weaving down the field.
The winning team will be the one who’s Rider 2 is first across the finish line carrying the sack
containing 2 envelopes.
Novice Description
Wooden envelopes will be placed on a drum, riders don’t dismount. Riders complete race as per
Team or Pairs Description.
Rules
The rider must be mounted passing the second bending pole, and must have remounted prior to
passing the third bending pole.
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POSTMAN'S CHASE

Equipment
4 x Bending Poles (7.315 - 9.144m) apart.
4 x Wood Envelopes 3m behind changeover line with Rider 5
1 x Sack At Start rider 1
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 carrying a sack, will weave through
the bending posts and cross the changeover line, where Rider 5 will
hand them a letter and Rider 1 will put this in the sack.. Rider 1 will
then weave back through the bending posts to hand the sack to
Rider 2.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 will complete the race in a similar manner.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 is first past the
finish, mounted and with four letters in the sack.
Pairs Description
A volunteer for each team will stand 3m behind the far end
changeover line holding the two letters.
On the signal to start, Rider 1 carrying the sack will weave through
the poles and cross the change-over line, where the volunteer will
hand one letter to the rider who will place it inside the sack. Rider
1 will return by weaving through the bending poles to hand the sack to Rider 2.
Rider 2, will similarly weave up through the posts, collect a letter from the volunteer and place it in
the sack and weave back down through the posts. The winning team will be the one whose Rider 2 is
first past the finish, mounted and with two letters in the sack.
Novice Description
Riders complete as per Team or Pairs Description.
Rules
The sack’s edges cannot be rolled or folded down or over the rider’s hand.
In all cases, the letter must be in the sack and the rider's hand out of the sack before crossing the
finish to hand over to the next rider.
Rider 5 must remain behind the changeover line throughout. Rider 5 may hold the horse while the
letter is put in the sack by the rider. They may also retrieve a letter that falls on the ground behind
the changeover line.
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POTATO RACE

Equipment:
7 x Potatoes
1 x Bucket
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1,
carrying a potato, will ride to the
team's bucket and drop the potato
into it. They will then continue to the
far end, dismount, pick up a potato,
remount and return to the start to hand it to Rider 2.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 will complete the course in the same way in succession, with Rider 4 dropping the
fifth potato into the bucket on their way back.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 is first over the finish line with 5 potatoes in the
bucket.
Pairs Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1, carrying a potato, will ride to the team’s bucket and drop the potato
into it. They will then continue to the far end, dismount, pick up a potato, remount and return to the
start line and hand the potato to Rider 2.
Rider 2 will complete the course in the same way in succession, with Rider 2 dropping the third
potato into the bucket on the way back.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 3 is first over the finish line with 3 potatoes in the
bucket.
Novice Description
Potatoes will be placed on a drum, riders don’t dismount. Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs
Description.
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POTATO PICKING SCRAMBLE

Equipment
1 x Bucket
An ample supply of potatoes
May be run in two or more divisions. A
sack of potatoes for each team will be
piled on the centre line. A bucket for
each team will be placed in a row on
the start or changeover line, or placed
alternately on the start and
changeover lines.
The first pair from each team will start
at their respective buckets, the second pairs remaining outside the arena.
Team Description
On the signal to start, each rider in the arena will ride to the potatoes, dismount, pick up a potato,
mount and return to their team's bucket, drop the potato into the bucket and return for another. At
the conclusion of a set time (1 to 1.5 minutes) a whistle will be blown. On this signal the first pairs
will stop and withdraw, and the second pairs of each team will go to their buckets to get ready to
start.
On the signal to start the second pairs of riders will collect potatoes and drop them into their bucket
for 1-1.5 minutes as the first pair. The whistle will then blow again, and the second pair will finish. At
the conclusion of the second period the potatoes in each bucket will be counted.
The winning team will be the one from any division which has collected the most potatoes.
Pairs Description
Run as per the first pair described in the team's description.
The winning team will be the one that has collected the most potatoes.
Novice Description
Potatoes will be placed on a drum, riders don’t dismount. Riders complete race as per Team or Pairs
Description
Rules
Riders must be mounted when dropping the potato in the bucket, but should they miss the bucket,
or should the potato bounce out, the rider may dismount, pick up the potato and drop it into the
bucket unmounted. They must then remount to resume the event. No potato may be dropped into a
bucket after the whistle has been blown.
If a bucket is knocked over after the whistle has been blown, the rider may correct it, and all will be
counted.
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PYRAMID RACE

Equipment
1 x drum on the centre line
1 x drum 3m behind the changeover
line
4 x 1 litre Pyramid Blocks placed flat
& evenly spaced on the drum 3m
behind the changeover line
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 will go
to the far drum and collect a tub which will then be placed on the centre line drum before they cross
the start/finish line.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 complete the race in a similar manner with each tub being stacked on top of the next
at the centre drum.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 4 is first over the finish line with all four tubs stacked on
the centre line table.
Pairs Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 will ride to the drum behind the changeover line and collect a block,
which will then be placed on the centre line drum. Rider one then returns to the second drum to
collect a second block and stacks it on the first then crosses over the Start/Finish line. The remaining
blocks are collected singly by Rider 2.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 2 is first over the finish line, with all four blocks
stacked on the centre line drum.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pair Description.
Rules
Competitors may only adjust the pyramid with equipment and not with their hands.
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QUOITS & CONE
Equipment
3 Quoits and 1 tennis ball placed within a marked ring 3m behind the
changeover line
1 Quoit at start line
1 small road cone placed level with the first pole.
Team Description
On the signal to start Rider 1, carrying a quoit, rides and places the
quoit over the cone. They then continue to the far end, dismount, pick
up a quoit, remount and return to the Start and hand it to Rider 2.
Riders 2, 3 and 4 will complete the course in the same way in
succession, except Rider 4 collects the tennis ball and places it on the
cone on their way back to the Finish line.
With four quoits and a tennis ball on the cone, the winning team will be
the one whose Rider 4 is first over the Finish line.
Pairs Description
On the signal to start Rider 1, carrying a quoit, rides and places the
quoit over the cone. Rider 1 then continues to the far end, dismounts,
picks up a quoit, remounts and returns to the Start and hands it to Rider
2. Rider 2, rides and places the quoit over the cone, continues to the far
end, dismounts, picks up the tennis ball, remounts and places the ball
on the cone on the way back to the Finish line.
With two quoits and a tennis ball on the cone, the winning team will be
the one whose Rider 2 is first over the Finish line.
Novice Description
Items placed on a drum 3 metres past the changeover line, riders do not dismount to retrieve items.
Cone is a large road cone. Race is otherwise completed as per Team or Pair Description.
Rules
When dismounted, the rider must hold the horse by the nearer rein throughout.
The quoits must be placed fully over the top of the cone and sitting horizontally.
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ROPE RACE

Equipment
4 x Bending Poles (7.32m to 9.14m)
apart
1 x Rope
Riders 1 & 3 will start at one end of
the arena and Riders 2 & 4 at the
other end. Rider 1 will carry a rope.
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 will ride
weaving through the bending posts to
the other end of the arena, where Rider 2 will grasp the other end of the rope. Rider 1 and 2 will
weave through the poles towards the start/finish line whilst each holding the rope.
Upon riding over the start/finish line, Rider 1 will release the end of the rope and Rider 3 will grasp
it. Riders 2 & 3, each holding one end of the rope, then weave through the bending posts and over
the changeover line where Rider 2 will release the end of the rope and Rider 4 will grasp it. Riders 3
& 4 then, ride back through the bending posts to the finish, each holding one end of the rope.
The winning team is the one whose Riders 3 and 4 are first over the finish line holding the rope with
all 4 posts erect.
Pairs Description
Rider 1 will be at the start line and Rider 2 behind the changeover line.
On the signal to start, Rider 1 carrying a rope will ride weaving through the bending poles to the
other end of the arena, where Rider 2 will grasp the other end of the rope. Riders 1 and 2, each
holding one end of the rope, weave down through the bending poles and over the finish line. The
winning team will be the one who’s Riders 1 & 2 are first across the line with all four posts erect.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pair Description.
Rules
Should a rider let go of the rope while on the course, the riders must go back and resume the race
from the point where the fault occurred.
Posts knocked down may be replaced by either of the riders concerned.
The rope may not be knotted or looped.
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SACK RACE

Equipment
1 x Sack
Riders 1 & 3 will be mounted at one
end of the arena, and Riders 2 & 4 at
the other end. Rider 1 will carry a sack
of about 140 lbs. (308 kg) capacity.
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 will ride
forward, dismount and get into the
sack before crossing the centre line. Whilst inside the sack, they run or hop over the changeover line,
leading their horse and get out of the sack to hand it to Rider 2. Reins MUST remain over the horse's
neck.
Riders 2. 3 & 4 will complete the course in the same way up and down the arena successively.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 is first across the finish line on their feet, in the sack
and leading their horse.
Pairs Description
Rider 1 will be mounted at one end of the arena, and Rider 2 at the other end. Rider 1 will carry a
hessian sack. On the signal to start Rider 1 will ride forward, dismount and get into the sack before
crossing the centre line. The rider runs or hops to the end of the arena leading their pony over the
changeover line, gets out of the sack and hands it to Rider 2. The reins must remain over the pony’s
neck.
Rider 2 will complete the course in the same way down the arena. The winning team will be the one
whose Rider 2 is first across the finish line on their feet, in the sack and leading their pony.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pair Description.
Rules
Getting out of the sack and handing over must be done beyond the changeover or finish line (this
applies to the dismounted rider only - the position of the horse is not relevant). Riders must not
attempt to get into their sack until they have dismounted.
Rider MUST be on their feet crossing the finishing line. No competitor is allowed to get help from the
horse either by holding onto the mane, the neck, the saddle or any part of the bridle held close to
the bit.
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SHARPSHOOTERS

Equipment
2 x Bending Poles
2 x sleeved circular targets on top of
bending poles
1 x Bucket
12 x Tennis Balls in bucket
Riders 1 and 2 will form up, on foot,
behind the Start Line with ONE horse.
Rider 1 may hold the horse on any side
and Rider 2 will stand on the opposite
side (each facing forward).
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 2 mounts the horse BEFORE crossing the Start Line. Rider 1 then leads
the horse ACROSS the Centre Line and waits holding the horse. Rider 2 dismounts and runs to the
bucket. From BEHIND the Changeover Line, they throw the balls at a target until it falls over. They
then run back to take hold of the horse and Rider 1 mounts BEFORE re-crossing the Centre
Line. Rider 2 then leads the horse back over the Finish Line.
Riders 3 and 4 complete the race repeating the actions of Riders 1 and 2.
Pairs Description
Riders will complete the race in the same way as 1 and 2 in the team's description.
Novice Description
Riders complete race as per Team or Pair Description.
Rules
If a team runs out of balls, the member concerned must run forward with the bucket to collect them
and then continue the race from behind the Changeover Line as before.
Ponies must be led by the nearer rein throughout.
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STEPPING STONE DASH

Equipment
6 x Stepping Stones - 3 either side of centre line 60 cm apart, measured
from centre to centre
Riders 1 & 3 will be mounted at the start end of the arena and Riders 2
& 4 at the other end.
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 will ride to the stepping stones, dismount
and dash across, leading their horse and treading on each stepping
stone and on to the ground after the last. They will remount before
riding across the changeover line.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 will similarly complete the course up or down the arena
in succession.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 is first over the finish
line, mounted.
Pairs Description
Rider 1 will be mounted at the start line end of the arena and Riders 2
at the changeover end.
On the signal to start Rider 1 will ride to the stepping stones, dismount
and dash across, leading their pony, treading on each stepping stone and on to the ground after the
last. They will then remount before riding across the changeover line. Rider 2 will similarly complete
the course up the arena.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 2 is first over the Finish line, correctly mounted.
Novice Description
As per Team or Pair Description. Riders may be provided with a mounting block or milk crate at the
Stones to assist with remounting.
Rules
Should a rider, or horse, knock over a stepping stone, or should a rider touch on the ground whilst
dashing across the stones, they must set up the fallen stone and return to cross again (even if it is
the last one which falls).
Riders must lead their horse by the rein nearest to the rider's body. Reins to remain over the neck of
the horse.
Riders are to only hold the rein and must not have any assistance from the horse whilst negotiating
the stepping stones.
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STICK PEGGING RELAY

Equipment
1 x drum 3m behind the changeover line
1 x Stick pegging stick at start
8 x Pegs - standing on end, placed in 2 lines down the arena, each line
is 2 metres apart and the pegs in each line 2 metres from the next one.
Team Description
Rider 1 starts with the stick held in the right hand and rides down the
left side of the lane. They must knock down the first block in the left
hand row with the stick; continue and make a right hand turn around
the end drum and return down the right side of the lane, knocking
down the first block of that row with the stick. The rider then
continues to the starting line and passes the stick to the next rider,
right hand to right hand.
All riders must complete the course in the same manner, knocking
down two blocks each in their consecutive order.
The winning team is the one with the first Rider 4 crossing the finishing
line, stick in hand.
Pairs Description
4 blocks, standing on end, will be placed in two lines two metres apart in the centre of lane area with
the centres of the first and second blocks one metre either side of the centre line.
On the signal to start, Rider 1 rides down the left side of the lane holding the stick in their right hand.
The rider must knock down the first block in the left hand row with the stick, continue and make a
right hand turn around the end drum and return down the right side of the lane, knocking down the
first block of that row with the stick. The rider then continues to the starting end of the lane and
passes the stick to the next rider, right hand to right hand.
All riders must complete the course in the same manner, knocking down two blocks – each in their
consecutive order.
The winning team is the one whose with Rider 2 crosses the finish line, stick in hand, first.
Novice Description
Riders complete as per Team or Pair Description.
Rules
If a horse knocks down a block, the rider must replace it before continuing.
If a rider knocks down a wrong block, it must be replaced before continuing.
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SWORD RACE
Equipment
4 x Bending poles 7.315 to 9.144 m apart
4 x Rings (10cm internal diameter) attached to poles with either velcro
or plaiting elastics. Rings on poles 1 and 2 should be attached at the
rear of the poles. Rings on poles 3 and 4 should be attached at the
front of the poles looking from start
1 x Sword at start
Riders 1 & 3 will be at the start end with Riders 2 & 4 at the changeover
end.
Team Description
Rider 1 rides to one of the posts, picks up the ring with the sword,
continues and hands the sword complete with ring to Rider 2.
Riders 2, 3 & 4 complete the game in the same way, each going up and
down the arena in succession.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 4 is first over the finish line
with 4 rings on the sword.

Pairs Description
Rider 1 will be at the start/finish end with Rider 2 at the changeover end.
Rider 1 starts carrying the sword and rides to a post, picks up the ring with the sword, rides to
another post, picks up the ring with the sword, continues and hands the sword complete with rings
to Rider 2.
Rider 2 will complete the game in the same way.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 2 is first over the finish line carrying 4 rings on the sword.
Novice Description
Riders complete as per Team or Pair Description.
Rules
All passes must be carried out passing from one rider to another using the handle only. (blade must
not be touched during passing).
The sword may not be grasped by the blade unless a ring is dropped. Should this happen, the rider
may dismount and pick it up by hand, placing the ring onto the blade of the sword. They may hold
the blade of the sword until remounted, after which the handle must be held and the rider must
resume the race from the point where the fault occurred. The rings may not otherwise be touched
by hand, and must be carried against the crosspiece of the sword.
If a sword is broken, the rider may continue, providing it is possible to complete the game correctly.
If a post is knocked down, it does NOT need to be righted.

TACK SHOP RACE
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Equipment
1 x Coin at start
1 x Tack Box
2 x Drum level with 4th pole and 3m
behind changeover line
1 x Dandy Brush
1 x Sponge
1 x Saddle Soap - small tin
1 x Bandage
1 x Bending Pole with money box level
with 1st pole
Rider 5 stands behind a drum placed
3 metres behind the changeover line.
Team Description
On the signal to Start, Rider 1 will ride and place the "coin" in the "money box", continue to collect
the grooming tray and then ride to Rider 5 who puts any one of the items in the grooming tray. Rider
1 then returns the tray onto the drum. They then ride to the "money box", collect the "coin" and
hand it to Rider 2.
Riders 2, 3 and 4 will complete the course in the same way.
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 is first over the finishing line carrying the "coin”.
Pairs Description
A volunteer for each team will have two items (a dandy brush, sponge, tail bandage and/or tin of
saddle soap) placed on an upturned drum 3 metres behind the changeover line.
On the signal to start, Rider 1, rides forward carrying a “coin”, the rider places the coin in the
“money box” continues on to collect the grooming tray and then rides to the volunteer who puts
one of the items in the grooming tray. Rider 1 then returns the tray to the table, rides to the “money
box”, collects the coin and hands it over to Rider 2.
Rider 2 will complete the course in the same fashion. The winning team is the first to finish with
Rider 2 carrying the coin over the line.
Novice Description
Riders complete as per Team or Pair Description.
Rules
If an item is dropped behind the changeover line, either the rider, or Rider 5, may pick it up. The
item must be in the tray before the rider re-crosses the changeover line. Rider 5 may hold the rein of
the horse behind the changeover line but they must stay behind the drum throughout the race.
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TENNIS BALL SHUFFLE

Equipment
1 x nest pan and pole.
2 x Tennis ball
2 x Cones level with the 1st and 4th poles
Riders 1 and 3 are mounted at the Start
end and Riders 2 and 4 at the changeover
end.
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 carrying a
tennis ball, rides to and places the ball on the first cone. They then ride to the dish, remove the ball
and place the ball on the 2nd cone before crossing the changeover line. Rider 2 rides to the top
cone, removes the ball and places this in the dish. They then ride to the first cone, remove the ball
and hand it to Rider 3.
Rider 3 repeats the actions of Rider 1, Rider 4 repeats the actions of Rider 2 and carries the final
tennis ball across the Finish line.
Pairs Description
Rider 1 is mounted at the Start end and Rider 2 at the Changeover end.
On the signal to start Rider 1, carrying a tennis ball, rides to and places the ball on the first cone.
They then ride to the dish, remove the ball, ride to and place the ball on the second cone before
crossing the Changeover line.
Rider 2 rides to the top cone, removes the ball and places this in the dish. They then ride to the first
cone, remove the ball and carry the final tennis ball across the Finish line. The winning team will be
the one whose Rider 2 crosses the finish line first carrying the tennis ball.
Novice Description
Cones are large road cones. Riders complete as per Team or Pair Description.
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THREE MUG RACE

Equipment
4 x Bending Poles 7.315m to 9.144m
apart
3 x Mugs
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 rides
forward to move the mugs from post
to post in the following order: Mug
from post three to post four, then
mug from post two to post three,
followed by the mug from post one to post two, after which they ride over the finish line. Rider 2
then moves the mugs back from post two to one, post three to two and post four to three, after
which they changeover with rider Rider 3.
Rider 3 completes the course as for Rider 1, changing over with Rider 4 who completes the course as
for Rider 2.
Pairs Description
On the signal to start Rider 1 rides forward to move the mugs from post to post in the following
order: Mug from post 3 to 4, then 2 to 3, followed by 1 to 2 after which they ride over the finish Line.
Rider 2 then moves the Mugs back, 2 to 1, 3 to 2 and 4 to 3 after which they ride over the finish line
Novice Description
Riders complete as per Team or Pair Description.
Rules
If a mug is dropped whilst being removed from the pole competitors must remount and ride to the
next pole to place the mug.
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TWO FLAG

Equipment
2 x Flags
2 x cut off road cones level with 1st and 4th
poles
Riders 1 & 3 will be mounted at the start end
with Riders 2 & 4 at the changeover end.
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1, carrying a flag,
will ride to the first holder and put the flag in it. They ride to the second holder, take the flag out and
hand it to Rider 2, who will repeat the procedure going back down the arena. The same procedure is
repeated for Riders 3 & 4.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 4 is first over the finish line carrying the flag.
Pairs Description
Rider 1 will be mounted at the start end with Rider 2 at the changeover end.
On the signal to start, Rider 1, carrying a flag, will ride to the first holder and put the flag in it. Rider 1
then rides to the second holder, takes the flag out and hands it to Rider 2, who will repeat the
procedure going back down the arena.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 2 is first over the finish line carrying the flag.
Novice Description
Riders complete as per Team or Pair Description.
Rules
Should a flag holder be knocked over, the rider must put it up again before continuing the race,
replacing the flag if necessary.
Flags must be placed in the cones with the flag end up.
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TWO MUG

Equipment
4 x Bending Poles
2 x Mugs
Riders 1 and 3 are mounted at the
start line. Riders 2 and 4 at the
changeover end.
Team Description
On the signal to start Rider 1 moves
the mug from pole 1 to pole 2, the
mug from pole 3 to pole 4 and then
rides across the changeover line. Rider 2 moves the mug from pole 4 to pole 3, pole 2 to pole 1 and
then crosses the start/finish line. Riders 3 and 4 repeat the actions for Riders 1 and 2 respectively.
Pairs Description
Rider 1 will be mounted at the start line and Rider 2 at the changeover end.
On the signal to start Rider 1 will move the mug from pole 1 to pole 2 and the mug from pole 3 to
pole 4, then ride across the changeover line. Rider 2 will move the mug from pole 4 to pole 3 and the
mug from pole 2 to pole 1, and then ride across the start/finish line.
Novice Description
Riders complete as per Team or Pair Description.
Rules
If a post is broken the team will be eliminated. Mugs must be placed on the designated pole in the
correct order.
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TYRE RACE

Equipment
1 x Motorcycle Tyreon the centre line off set between poles
Riders 1 & 2 will form up side by side on the start line, with Rider 4
behind them. Rider 3 will form up on the changeover line.
Team Description
On the signal to start, Riders 1 & 2 will ride forward to the tyre
where Rider 1 will dismount whilst Rider 2 holds their horse, gets
through the tyre and remounts. Both riders will then ride over the
changeover line. Rider 2 and 3 go forward to the tyre where Rider 2
will dismount whilst Rider 3 holds their horse, gets through the tyre
and remounts, both riders will then ride over the start line.
Rider 3 and 4 will similarly complete the course, with Rider 3 getting
through the tyre. Riders 4 & 1 will complete the course with Rider 4
getting through the tyre.
The winning team will be the one whose final pair (Riders 1 & 4)
cross over the finish line first, mounted on their horses.

Pairs Description
Riders 1 & 2 will form up side by side on the start line.
On the signal Riders 1 & 2 will ride towards the tyre where Rider 1 will dismount whilst Rider 2 holds
their horse, get through the tyre and remount. Both riders will ride to the changeover line. Riders 1&
2 will turn around after crossing the changeover line, ensuring all eight pony legs have crossed the
changeover line, then they will ride towards the tyre, where Rider 2 will dismount, hand their pony
over to Rider 1, go through the tyre and remount. Both riders will ride to the start line. The winning
team will be the one whose pair (Riders 1 & 2) crosses the line first, with the riders mounted.
Novice Description
Riders complete as per Team or Pair Description.
Rules
At each changeover, the next horse to go must remain behind the line until both previous horses
have crossed it.
The rider who is to hold the horse at the tyre, may grasp the reins before, or as they ride down the
arena. Their partner may not touch the tyre until they have handed over the horse.
Competitors must not run while getting through the tyre.
The tyre must stay between pole 2 and 3 on either side of the lane throughout the race.
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WINDSOR CASTLE RACE

Equipment
1 x Large Road Cone (Castle) on CL
1 x Turret
1 x Tennis Ball (Orb)
1 x Bucket (Moat) half filled with water level with pole 4
Riders 1 & 3 start behind the start/finish line and Riders 2 & 4 behind
the changeover line. Rider 1 carries the Turret and Rider 2 carries the
Orb.
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 takes the Turret and rides forward to the
Castle, placing the Turret on to it before crossing the changeover line.
Rider 2 rides to the cone and places the Orb on top of the Turret
before continuing on to cross the finish line. Rider 3 is the robber who
rides to the Castle, steals the Orb and drops it into the bucket (the
Moat) before going on to cross the changeover line. Rider 4 rescues
the Orb from the bucket either mounted or dismounted, rides to and
replaces it on the Turret and continues on to cross the finish line.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 4 is first over the finish line,
the team having completed correctly all phases of the race.
Pair Description
Rider 2 is positioned behind the changeover line to start and the Orb starts in the Moat.
On the signal to start, Rider 1 takes the Turret and rides forward to the Castle, placing the Turret on
to it before crossing the changeover line.
Rider 2 rescues the Orb from the bucket either mounted or dismounted, rides to and replaces it on
the Turret and continues on to cross the finish line.
The winning team is the one whose Rider 2 is first over the finish line, the team having completed
correctly all phases of the race.
Novice Description
Bucket of water is placed on top of a drum. Riders complete as per Team or Pair Description.
Rules
There must be enough water left in the bucket at the end of the race to float the Orb.
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WIZARD’S CASTLE

Equipment
1 x Sword (in cone)
1 x Tennis Ball (on cone)
1 x Flag (in cone)
1 x Cut off large Road Cone – 10cm
across cut top
2 x Small Road Cones cut off at poles 1
&4
1 x Small Road Cone on centre line
Set up
3m behind the change over line, there
will be a large cut off Road Cone with a flag in it. Level with the 4th pole, a small cut off Road Cone
will be placed with a sword in it. On the centre line, there will be a small Road Cone with a tennis ball
on top. A small cut off Road Cone will be placed level with the 1st pole. Rider 1 starts the race behind
the Start/Finish line. Riders 2, 3 and 4 start the race behind the six yard (5.5m) line.
Team Description
On the signal to start, Rider 1 rides to the changeover line, removes the flag from the cone (the Evil
Wizard's Castle) and returns to place the flag in the cone level with the first pole (their own castle)
before riding over the finish line.
Rider 2 takes the tennis ball (Golden Orb) from the cone on the centre line, and drops it into the
centre of the cone on the changeover line before crossing the finish line. (Removing the Golden Orb
takes away the Evil Wizard's power).
Rider 3 must take the sword from the cone level with the 4th pole, return to the finish line and hand
over the sword to Rider 4.
Rider 4 must plunge the sword into the centre of the cone on the change over line. (This will kill the
Evil Wizard).
The winning team will be the one whose Rider 4 crosses the finish line with a sword and orb in the
Wizard's castle, a flag in their own castle and all cones remaining upright.
Novice Description
Riders complete as per Team Description.
Rules
The sword must be held behind the crossbar.
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SPECIFICATIONS OF EQUIPMENT
Quantities:
Quantities are for one team. Spares should be available in case of loss or breakage.
BALL & BUCKET
1 Bucket, plastic or rubber, approx. 10L capacity
5 Tennis balls
BALL & CONE
2 Road cones approx. 46cm high
2 Tennis balls
BALL & FLAG
1 Road cone approx. 46cm high.
1 Tennis ball
1 Flag, plastic or good quality stick 1.22m with cloth flags 22.8 cm square or triangle firmly fixed to
one end
1 Road cone with the top cut off to leave a hole approx. 10cm across, height between 33cm and
38cm
BALL & RACQUET
1 Tennis racquets with cross-piece of 126-190mm round dowel through the handle
1 Tennis ball
BALLOON BURSTING
6 Balloons (plenty of spares will be needed),
1 Board, a cord, canvas or rubber mat pegged to the ground
1 Stick, plastic or dowel 1.2m long with a drawing pin or nail attached.
BENDING RACE
5 Bending poles, made of wood or rigid plastic approx 3cm in diameter, 1.2-1.52m long and set
approx. 15cm in the ground on a spike or with a heavy base to hold them up
1 Baton, 2.5cm in diameter and 30 cm long.
BIG SACK
1 Big Sack, hessian or similar as used for wool (can fit 4 riders) approximately 90cm2
BOTTLE
2 1L Plastic bottles filled with 400g of dry sand.
2 Drums, 38 to 45.68 cms diameter, 45.68 to 76.14cms high, made from heavy duty plastic, rubber
or metal 60L drum, a flat base may need to be added
THE CANADIAN RACE
2 Road cones, 46cm or 76cm
4 Tennis balls
4 Bending poles, made of wood or rigid plastic approx 3cm in diameter, 1.2-1.52m long and set
approx. 15cm in the ground on a spike or with a heavy base to hold them up
4 Hockey sticks (field hockey is best)
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CARTON RACE
4 Cartons, e.g. round washing-up liquid cartons with the neck cut off, 15.5cm and 20cm long, with a
diameter between 8cm and 10cm
4 Bending poles, made of wood or rigid plastic approx 3cm in diameter, 1.2-1.52m long and set
approx. 15cm in the ground on a spike or with a heavy base to hold them up
1 Bucket, plastic or rubber, approx. 10L capacity
DAILY MAIL
1 Letterbox, about 1.22m high, with a 20 x 5cm slot.
1 Drum, 38 to 45.68 cms diameter, 45.68 to 76.14cms high, made from heavy duty plastic, rubber or
metal 60L drum, a flat base may need to be added
5 Newspapers, folded and taped securely or the plywood letters used for Postman’s chase
4 Coins, large made from plastic or wood
FISHING RACE
1 Drum, 38 to 45.68 cms diameter, 45.68 to 76.14cms high, made from heavy duty plastic, rubber or
metal 60L drum, a flat base may need to be added
4 Fish, made from wood, rigid aluminum or plastic, 38 to 40.6cms long and 17.76 to 20.3 cms across
the body, each with a large ring through the "nose".
1 Stand, T shaped and 1.218m high with cross piece of 2.74m, made from 7.61 x 5.07cms timber, 4
"U" shaped hooks screwed into the underside at equal distances
1 Stick, 1.22m long dowel (bamboo or similar) with a small cup hook secured into one end
FIVE CONE
5 Road cones, approx. 46cm in height with the top cut off to leave a 10cm opening at the top.
5 Tennis balls
FIVE/INTERNATIONAL COUNTRY FLAG
5 Flags, plastic or good quality stick 1.22m with cloth flags 22.8 cm square or triangle firmly fixed to
one end
1 Country/State Flag, attached to a pole made from dowel or similar
2 Road cones with the top cut off to leave a hole approx. 10cm across, height between 33cm and
38cm
FIVE FLAG
5 Flags, plastic or good quality stick 1.22m with cloth flags 22.8 cm square or triangle firmly fixed to
one end
2 Road cones with the top cut off to leave a hole approx. 10cm across, height between 33cm and
38cm
FIVE MUG & FIVE MUG - POLE SPECIFIC RACES
5 Bending Poles, made of wood or rigid plastic approx 3cm in diameter, 1.2-1.52m long and set
approx. 15cm in the ground on a spike or with a heavy base to hold them up
1 Drum, 38 to 45.68 cms diameter, 45.68 to 76.14cms high, made from heavy duty plastic, rubber or
metal 60L drum, a flat base may need to be added
5 Mugs, enamel or stainless steel with the handles removed, between 7.5cm and 9cm high with an
internal diameter between 7.5cm and 9cm.
HI-LO RACE
4 Road cones approx 46cm high
5 Tennis balls
1 Hi-Lo stand, a pole with spike or heavy base (e.g. car tyre), 2.13m high with a 20cm diameter ring
and net attached at the top
HOUSEWIFE'S SCURRY
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1 Pole 1.2-1.52m high
1 Container, plastic, wooden or metal shallow box approx. 13-20 x 16-20cm and approximately
50mm deep with a sleeve to sit over the pole
1 Potato
1 Apple
1 Orange
1 Carrot
1 Onion
1 Bucket, rubber or plastic approx 10L capacity
HURDLES RACE
2 Large Hurdles approximately 60.91cm high by 76.14cm, with 10cm square platform for mug, set in
the centre of the top rail.
2 Small Hurdles, approximately 30.45cm high by 76.14cms
2 Mugs, enamel or stainless steel with the handles removed, between 7.5cm and 9cm high with an
internal diameter between 7.5cm and 9cm.
LITTER RACE
4 Cartons, e.g. round washing-up liquid cartons with the neck cut off, 15.5cm and 20cm long, with a
diameter between 8cm and 10cm.
1 Drum, 38 to 45.68 cms diameter, 45.68 to 76.14cms high, made from heavy duty plastic, rubber or
metal 60L drum, a flat base may need to be added
1 Stick, plastic or good quality stick 1.22cm long
LITTER SCOOP
4 Cartons e.g. round washing-up liquid cartons with the neck cut off, 15.5cm and 20cm long, with a
diameter between 8cm and 10cm
1 Bucket, plastic or rubber approx. 10L capacity
1 Stick, plastic or good quality stick 1.22cm long
NINE RING
9 Rings, ‘Hoover’ type approx 10.15cms diameter
1 Stand, T shaped and 1.218m high with cross piece of 2.74m, made from 7.61 x 5.07cms timber, 4
"U" shaped hooks screwed into the underside at equal distances
1 Bending pole, , made of wood or rigid plastic approx 3cm in diameter, 1.2-1.52m long and set
approx. 15cm in the ground on a spike or with a heavy base to hold them up, a hook or thin piece of
dowel attached to the top to hang 9 rings
OLD SOCK RACE
1 Bucket, plastic or rubber approx 10L capacity
5 Socks, sewn together in pairs, finished size approx. 7.6cm diameter
PONY CLUB POLE RACE
4 Bending poles, made of wood or rigid plastic approx 3cm in diameter, 1.2-1.52m long and set
approx. 15cm in the ground on a spike or with a heavy base to hold them up
8 Carton letters, plastic cartons (e.g. PVC) each marked with a large letter on 2 sides to spell "PONY
CLUB", O, N and B may need tape to indicate the bottom
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PONY CLUB RACE
1 Drum, 38 to 45.68 cms diameter, 45.68 to 76.14cms high, made from heavy duty plastic, rubber or
metal 60L drum, a flat base may need to be added
8 Letters, plywood or hardboard 20.3 x 20.3cm with appropriate letters marked on each side so
words can be read from both sides, i.e. the P on one side would have the Y on the reverse side, a ring
attached to each letter in the centre at the top
1 Stand, pole 2.197m x 5cm x 5cm, with 2 crossbars each 91.37 x 2.53 x 5cm attached to the top of
the pole with 4 hooks evenly spaced on each bar with room to hang the letters
PONY EXPRESS RACE
4 Bending poles made of wood or rigid plastic approx 3cm in diameter, 1.2-1.52m long and set
approx. 15cm in the ground on a spike or with a heavy base to hold them up
4 Envelopes, 20 x 10cm plywood
1 Sack, approx. 38cm wide x 60.91cm deep
POSTMAN'S CHASE
4 Bending poles made of wood or rigid plastic approx 3cm in diameter, 1.2-1.52m long and set
approx. 15cm in the ground on a spike or with a heavy base to hold them up
1 Sack, approx. 38cm wide x 60.91cm deep
4 Envelopes, 20 x 10cm plywood
POTATO RACE
7 Potatoes
1 Bucket, plastic or rubber approx. 10L capacity
POTATO PICKING SCRAMBLE
1 Bucket, plastic or rubber approx. 10L capacity
Ample Potatoes, approx 1 sack per team
PYRAMID RACE
2 Drums, 38 to 45.68 cms diameter, 45.68 to 76.14cms high, made from heavy duty plastic, rubber
or metal 60L drum, a flat base may need to be added
4 Pyramid blocks, plastic tubs approx. 1kg size, approx. 17.76cm square on lid by 9.49cm deep
overall, each filled with 400g sawdust. The lids to be securely fixed with tape.
QUOITS & CONE
4 Road Cones, approx. 46cm in height with the top cut off to leave a 10cm opening at the top
4 Quoits, rubber rings with an internal diameter between 11cm and 12cm and an outer
diameter between 15cm and 17cm, rings from Nine Ring could be used
1 Tennis ball
ROPE RACE
4 Bending poles, made of wood or rigid plastic approx 3cm in diameter, 1.2-1.52m long and set
approx. 15cm in the ground on a spike or with a heavy base to hold them up
1 Rope, 90cm long, between 1.25cm and 2.5cm in diameter.
SACK
1 Sack, hessian approx. 65kgs capacity
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SHARPSHOOTERS
2 Targets, sleeved and circular
2 Bending poles made of wood or rigid plastic approx 3cm in diameter, 1.2-1.52m long and set
approx. 15cm in the ground on a spike or with a heavy base to hold them up
1 Bucket, rubber or plastic approx 10L capacity
12 Tennis balls
STEPPING STONE DASH
6 Stepping Stones, metal or plastic 17.76 to 22.84cm high
STICK PEGGING RELAY
1 Drum, 38 to 45.68 cms diameter, 45.68 to 76.14cms high, made from heavy duty plastic, rubber or
metal 60L drum, a flat base may need to be added
1 Stick, a 90cm piece of 19 mm wooden doweling rounded at both ends
8 Pegs, 150 mm pieces of wood cut square on the edges 100 x 50 mm
SWORD RACE
4 Bending poles, made of wood or rigid plastic approx 3cm in diameter, 1.2-1.52m long and set
approx. 15cm in the ground on a spike or with a heavy base to hold them up
4 Rings, rigid plastic or light metal 10.15cm in diameter
4 thick rubber bands or velcro to attach the rings to the poles
1 Sword, made from wooden dowel with 60cm long blade and 22-30cm long hilt
TACK SHOP RACE
1 Bending Pole 1.2-1.52m high
1 Container, plastic, wooden or metal shallow box approx. 13-20 x 16-20cm and approximately
50mm deep with a sleeve to sit over the pole
2 Drums, 38 to 45.68 cms diameter, 45.68 to 76.14cms high, made from heavy duty plastic, rubber
or metal 60L drum, a flat base may need to be added
1 Tack box, (plastic tool tray) approx. 38 x 25.5cm.
1 Bandage, rolled
1 Sponges approx. 15cm x 10cm x 3.8cm
1 Dandy brush (medium)
1 Saddle soap, rounded tin 11.5cm diameter
1 Coin, plywood 11.5cm diameter
TENNIS BALL SHUFFLE
1 Bending Pole 1.2-1.52m high
1 Container, plastic or metal shallow box approx. 20 x 20cm and 50mm deep with a sleeve to sit over
the pole
2 Tennis balls
2 Road cones (approx. 46cm in height) with the top cut off to leave a 10cm opening at the top
THREE MUG
4 Bending poles, made of wood or rigid plastic approx 3cm in diameter, 1.2-1.52m long and set
approx. 15cm in the ground on a spike or with a heavy base to hold them up
3 Mugs, enamel or stainless steel which may have the handles removed, between 7.5cm and 9cm
high with an internal diameter between 7.5cm and 9cm.

TWO FLAG RACE
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2 Flags, plastic or good quality stick 1.22m with cloth flags 22.8 cm square or triangle firmly fixed to
one end
2 Road cones, 46cm high approx with tops cut off to leave a hole 10cm in diameter
TWO MUG
4 Bending poles, made of wood or rigid plastic approx 3cm in diameter, 1.2-1.52m long and set
approx. 15cm in the ground on a spike or with a heavy base to hold them up
2 Mugs, enamel or stainless steel with the handles removed, between 7.5cm and 9cm high with an
internal diameter between 7.5cm and 9cm.
TYRE
1 Tyre, motorcycle with internal diameter not less than 40.6cm
WINDSOR CASTLE RACE
1 Road cone, approx. 76cm high (see Castle)
1 Turrets, wooden, PVC pipe or similar (painted silver) approximately 15cm high, shaped to fit over
the road cone with a round top, internal diameter minimum 50mm to receive the Orb
1 Tennis ball (the Orb)
1 Bucket, rubber or plastic, approx 10L, half-filled with water.
WIZARD’S CASTLE
2 Road cones, 46cm but with the top cut off to leave a hole approx. 10cm across, height
between 33cm and 38cm
1 Large road cone, 76cm high but with the top cut off to leave a hole approx. 10cm across
1 Road Cone, approx 46cm, with top intact
1 Flag, plastic or good quality stick 1.22m with cloth flags 22.8 cm square or triangle firmly fixed to
one end
1 Sword, 2.5cm diameter wood, with 60cm long blade and 22.5cm long hilt
1 Tennis ball
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EXAMPLES OF ACCEPTABLE EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
Kindly provided by Pony Club Western Australia
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NOTES
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